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ABSTRACT: Polymer-based electronics with low bending stiffnesses and
high flexibility, including recently reported macroporous syringe-injectable
mesh electronics, have shown substantial promise for chronic studies of neural
circuitry in the brains of live animals. A central challenge for exploiting these
highly flexible materials for in vivo studies has centered on the development of
efficient input/output (I/O) connections to an external interface with high
yield, low bonding resistance, and long-term stability. Here we report a new
paradigm applied to the challenging case of injectable mesh electronics that
exploits the high flexibility of nanoscale thickness two-sided metal I/O pads
that can deform and contact standard interface cables in high yield with long-
term electrical stability. First, we describe the design and facile fabrication of
two-sided metal I/O pads that allow for contact without regard to probe orientation. Second, systematic studies of the contact
resistance as a function of I/O pad design and mechanical properties demonstrate the key role of the I/O pad bending stiffness
in achieving low-resistance stable contacts. Additionally, computational studies provide design rules for achieving high-yield
multiplexed contact interfacing in the case of angular misalignment such that adjacent channels are not shorted. Third, the in
vitro measurement of 32-channel mesh electronics probes bonded to interface cables using the direct contact method shows a
reproducibly high yield of electrical connectivity. Finally, in vivo experiments with 32-channel mesh electronics probes
implanted in live mice demonstrate the chronic stability of the direct contact interface, enabling consistent tracking of single-
unit neural activity over at least 2 months without a loss of channel recording. The direct contact interfacing methodology paves
the way for scalable long-term connections of multiplexed mesh electronics neural probes for neural recording and modulation
and moreover could be used to facilitate a scalable interconnection of other flexible electronics in biological studies and
therapeutic applications.

KEYWORDS: Double-sided metal input/output, flexible input/output, multiplexed electrophysiology, biocompatible neural probes,
chronic neural interface, flexible electronics

Unraveling the complexity of the brain requires the
development of tools capable of bridging a wide range

of spatial and temporal scales, from tens of nanometers of
individual synapses to centimeters of interconnected regions of
the brain and from the millisecond duration of single action
potentials to long-term changes associated with development,
learning, memory, and disease over months to years,1−3

respectively. Implantable electrophysiology probes have been
widely explored in this context,4−6 with current silicon-based
electronics4,7−12 and metallic microwire electrodes13−16

demonstrating single-neuron spatial and temporal resolutions
with recent high-electrode-density Si probes7−9 further
showing these capabilities in recording from hundreds to
thousands of neurons simultaneously. Nevertheless, these rigid
neural recording technologies have exhibited limited chronic
stability due to the chronic immune response and relative shear

motion at the probe−tissue interface resulting from a
mechanical mismatch with soft neural tissue.17−19 Thus,
tracking the evolution of circuitry relevant to understanding
many critical neural functions requires new implantable probe
technologies with substantial improvements in the duration of
stable neural recording.4

Recently, we introduced a new paradigm for implantable
neural probes termed mesh electronics that are designed to
look and feel like the neural tissue they are designed to
probe.20−27 Mesh electronics probe design features include
three-dimensional (3D) open macroporous structure, low
bending stiffness comparable to that of neural tissue, and
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feature sizes similar to those of neuron somata and
axons.4,20,21,23,26 These design features have been shown to
yield unique biocompatibility5,18,28,29 as characterized by a
minimal long-term chronic immune response and seamless
integration between the electronic and neural networks,
thereby enabling stable long-term recording and tracking of
the same single neurons on at least a yearly time scale. In
addition, there has been considerable effort by other research
groups developing flexible electronics for recording from
neural and other tissues.4,5,18,30−42

In the case of the implanted mesh electronics probes, it has
been especially challenging to obtain multiplexed recording

given the challenges in interfacing the mesh electronics probe
input/output (I/O) connections with the recording and
stimulation instrumentation because these I/O connections
are made after the injection process used to implant
electronics.19,43,44 Specifically, studies to date20−22,25,26 have
injected ultraflexible mesh electronics probes through small
capillary needles to targeted regions of the brain, leaving the
top end of the I/O pads exposed for electrical connection to an
external recording interface after the entire mesh is ejected
from the needle. Conventional I/O bonding techniques such
as soldering,45 wire bonding,46 and anisotropic conductive
films47 are, however, incompatible with intraoperative

Figure 1. Overview of the direct contact input/output (I/O) interface for syringe-injectable mesh electronics. (a) Schematics illustrating the
concept of the direct contact I/O interface. (i) Mesh electronics (blue) implanted into the mouse brain (pink), with the I/O portion of the mesh
ejected over and electrically connected to the metal leads (gold) of an FFC, where the FFC is bonded to a head stage (black) glued to the mouse
skull. (ii) Close-up view of the I/O interface indicated by the blue arrow in (i), where double-sided metal I/O pads (red) directly contact the FFC
metal leads (gold) and electrically insulating polymer polymer that encapsulates the metal interconnect lines is indicated by the blue linear
structure. (iii) Scalability of the direct contact interface, where n indicates the number of I/O pads on the mesh probe in simultaneous contact with
n metal leads on the FFC or other instrument interface. Here we focus on n = 32. Design parameters a, b, c, d, l, and PFFC correspond to the width
of the I/O pad, the gap between neighboring I/O pads, the width of metal FFC leads, the gap between neighboring metal FFC leads, the length of
the I/O pad, and the pitch of the FFC defined as PFFC = c + d = a + b, respectively. (b) Schematic of the 32-channel mesh electronics neural probe,
highlighting (left) the mesh structure with neural recording electrodes, (middle) parallel interconnects, and (right) corresponding double-sided I/
O pads. Key fabrication steps of I/O pads are shown in close-up views in the red box: (i) Bottom Au pads (orange) are fabricated on the Ni
sacrificial layer (gray), with the thin SU-8 layer (green) patterned on top of and connecting the bottom Au pads. (ii) The bottom passivation layer
of SU-8 (light blue) is patterned. Parallel metal interconnects are fabricated on this layer and connect to the top Au pads (red), which are fabricated
on top of the bottom Au/thin SU-8. (iii) The top passivation layer of SU-8 (darker blue) is fabricated to encapsulate the metal interconnects but
leave the bottom/top (double-sided) I/O pads exposed. The bottom row of diagrams shows corresponding side-view structures along the white
vertical dashed lines in the top row. (c) Bright-field microscopy images of the fabrication steps corresponding to the schematics in (b) for design III
discussed in the text and Figure 2. Scale bars are 200 μm.
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connection because of the submillimeter-scale I/O pads and
high temperature and pressure conditions necessary for these
methods. Approaches used to overcome these obstacles for the
facile implementation of mesh electronics probes have
included computerized but serial conductive ink print-
ing21,22,25,26 and a parallel plug-and-play I/O interface.43

Despite the practical success of these approaches, limitations
including (i) a long processing time depending on the number
of connection channels, (ii) the risk of electrical shorts
between neighboring contacts, (iii) structural constraints to
achieving multiplexed connection without breaking the metal
interconnects during clamping with the zero insertion force
(ZIF) connectors, and (iv) the need for specific orientation of
the I/O pads have created a barrier to the implementation of
the attractive properties of mesh electronics by other
laboratories.
To address these limitations, we asked whether it would be

possible to design and implement a new facile approach for
forming highly multiplexed and misalignment-tolerant elec-
trical connections between the mesh electronics neural probe
I/O and the external interface for large-scale and long-term
brain mapping at the single-neuron level. Our overall concept
addressing this question in Figure 1a schematically illustrates
the connection of the I/O portion of the mesh electronics to a
standard flat-flexible cable (FFC) instrument interface
following syringe-based implantation in the brain and high-
lights several key design points. First, to facilitate the overall
surgery the FFC or other interface is fixed to a head stage that
is glued to the animal’s skull prior to implantation (Figure
1a,i). When the I/O portion of the mesh probe is ejected over
FFC metal contacts, we reasoned that a critical advance would
be the integration of “two-sided” connection pads so that the
orientation at which they exit the capillary needle does not
affect making metal-to-metal contacts. Indeed, the necessity of
orienting single-sided I/O pads in the plug-and-play method-
ology43 represents one significant weakness of this previously
reported connection scheme. Second, the bending stiffness or
flexibility of the individual I/O pads should be critical to their
deformation and formation of low resistance connections to
FFC metal leads (Figure 1a,ii) without any additional heat or
pressure. Third, the design of the size and pitch of the double-
sided I/O pads with respect to the width and pitch of the
corresponding metal leads on an FFC or related instrument
interface (Figure 1a,iii) allows for high-yield scalable
connections that are tolerant of misalignment. We set a =
PFFC − c, where a is the width of the I/O pads, PFFC is the pitch
of the metal leads of the FFC, and c is the width of the metal
leads in the FFC, by specifically considering the ideal case
where the array of mesh I/O pads is perfectly aligned with the
FFC metal leads as shown in Figure 1a. This choice of
parameters prevents electrical shorting for this ideal case
without any rotational misalignment (Materials and Methods,
Supporting Information). In addition, by controlling the
length, l, of the I/O pad, it is also possible to design a
tolerance for rotational misalignment (i.e., the stem with I/O
pads is oriented at an angle with respect to the metal leads
which differs from the ideal perpendicular configuration)
without shorting the adjacent channels (Materials and
Methods, Supporting Information).
To explore the critical design features described above, we

have investigated a 32-channel mesh, where our previous
studies have focused primarily on 16-channel designs given
challenges in reliable I/O interfacing.21,25,26 The overall mesh

electronics probes are designed with three distinct functional
regions (Figure 1b, Figure S1a, and Figure S2, top): the mesh
device region that comprises exposed Pt recording electrodes
(Figure 1b, left; Figure S1b; and Figure S2,i); a stem region
which contains parallel metal interconnects between the
electrodes and the I/O pads (Figure 1b, middle; Figure S1c;
Figure S2,ii); and the I/O region, which provides an electrical
interface to the external recording instrument (Figure 1b, right;
Figure S1d; Figure S2,iii). The latter region represents the
focus and unique enabling advance in the present work.
The design constraints for the I/O pads discussed above

were explored in studies of direct contact interfacing to a
standard FFC (Figure 1a), where the FFC leads have a width,
c, and pitch, PFFC, of 300 and 500 μm, respectively, with the
gap between adjacent metal leads, d, being 200 μm. For these
interface parameters, the width and gap of the mesh I/O pads
(a and b, Figure 1a,iii) were designed to match those of the
FFC leads with the following relationships: a = d = 200 μm
and b = c = 300 μm (Figure 1a,iii). For an I/O pad length (l)
that is one-half the gap between FFC leads, 100 μm, we carried
out analyses to determine the maximum angular displacement
of the mesh stem relative to the ideal perpendicular alignment
with respect to the direction of the FFC interface leads before
electrical shorts can occur between adjacent channels
(Materials and Methods, Supporting Information; Figure
S3). These results that are summarized in Figure S3 have
several key points. First, by setting the width of I/O pads, a,
equal to the gap of the FFC metal leads, d, with the same pitch,
there are no electrical shorts at 0° rotational misalignment
regardless of where along the horizontal axis the I/O pads are
centered. Second, decreasing l from c to d/2 reduces the
propensity for shorting between adjacent leads. For rotational
misalignments of as large as 15°, no more than two I/O pads
cause shorting for any angle, while for the longer I/O pads,
where l = c, as many as five consecutive I/O pads can be
shorted at once. Third, by positioning the first I/O pad at the
center of the first FFC lead in both dimensions, there is no
shorting for any angular misalignment value for which all of the
pads are on the FFC (i.e., for all angles of between ±7°).
Therefore, by choosing the I/O pad design parameters as
described above, our method is capable of forming a reliable
electrical interface with FFC leads that is tolerant of
misalignment over a relatively wide range of angles without
producing shorting between adjacent channels.
Critical to facile connection in these studies is the

implementation of flexible I/O pads consisting of a mesh
structure for flexibility with exposed gold contact surfaces on
both sides, termed “double-sided” I/O pads, such that contacts
to the instrument interface (FFC leads in our studies) can be
made with either orientation of the I/O pad side (i.e., top or
bottom) facing the interface following ejection from the
capillary needle (Figure S4). The key steps involved in the
fabrication of flexible double-sided Au mesh I/O pads are as
follows (Figure 1b,i−iii; Materials and Methods, Supporting
Information). First, 100-nm-thick Au mesh pads with 10-μm-
wide elements were patterned on a Ni sacrificial layer as the
bottom I/O electrical contacts. Second, a 200-nm-thick SU-8
layer was patterned with a mesh structure consisting of 6-μm-
wide elements that overlap with but are smaller than the
bottom Au mesh pads and provide structural elements between
these pads (Figure 1b,i). This thin SU-8 layer is also important
in matching the heights of the I/O pad and the bottom SU-8
layer of the stem region, which is patterned in a subsequent
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step defining the bottom layer of the overall mesh probe.
Third, the Au interconnects and top I/O pads are patterned
such that the top and bottom I/O pads are electrically
connected to each other and to their corresponding
interconnects and electrode channels of the mesh probe
(Figure 1b,ii). Finally, a top SU-8 passivation layer is fabricated
to insulate the Au interconnects, leaving the recording
electrodes and both sides of the I/O pads exposed, thereby
enabling the formation of electrical contacts on both sides of
the I/O pads (Figure 1b,iii). Optical microscopy images
(Figure 1c) show these three key steps of fabrication
corresponding to the schematics in Figure 1b. We note that
the flexible double-sided Au I/O pads for the direct contact
interface can be easily fabricated in this manner by conven-
tional 2D photolithography, thus enabling the rapid testing of
key parameters relevant to robust interface connections and

allowing for straightforward scaling of the number and density
of I/O pads to match the instrumentation interface leads.
To determine optimal structural parameters for I/O pads

(Figure 2a, top schematic), we first investigated the correlation
between the bending stiffness and contact resistivity for two-
sided mesh I/O pads following direct connection to interface
metal leads. The contact resistivity was measured after ejecting
a continuous mesh I/O pad onto the leads of a 32-channel
FFC interface, allowing the aqueous solution to evaporate, and
then measuring the resistance between pairs of FFC leads
separated by distances ranging from 0.2 to 3.2 mm. Four
distinct unit-cell sizes were examined (Figure 2a,I−IV; Figure
S5a), where the mesh structures in these designs have Au/SU-
8/Au layers with thicknesses of 100/100/100 nm, respectively.
In addition, a fifth design, IV*, was considered with the same

Figure 2. Designs and properties of direct contact I/O pads. (a) (Top) Schematic of 32-channel direct contact I/O pads. (Bottom) Optical
microscopy images of four I/O pad designs (designs I−IV) with different unit-cell sizes. Two different I/O pads are made for IV, where design IV*
has the same in-plane geometry as design IV but the total thickness is halved (ca. 150 nm for design IV* vs 300 nm for design IV). Scale bars are
200 μm. The insets show the schematics of the corresponding unit cells. (b) Simulated bending stiffness for the longitudinal (DL, left y axis) and
transverse directions (DT, right y axis) for the five I/O pad designs: I, II, III, IV, and IV*. (c) Measured pairwise resistance values for the five I/O
pad designs as a function of the distance between two FFC leads, on which a continuous mesh I/O pad is mounted (top schematic). Error bars
denote ±1 standard deviation (SD). (d) Contact resistivities are defined as the contact resistance, Rc (1.16, 1.27, 2.02, and 0.34 Ω), derived from
the extrapolated y intercepts in (c), multiplied by ideal contact areas, Ac (0.004, 0.006, 0.008, and 0.012 cm

2), based on the unit cells of designs I, II,
III, and IV*. (e) Measured contact resistivity of design III over 1 month, normalized against the maximum value from the chronic measurements. A
single-factor ANOVA test was used to determine if there was a significant change in the mean contact resistivity over time, which yields a p value of
0.9142, suggesting that there is no statistically significant change in contact resistivity over at least 1 month. Error bars denote ±1 SD.
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unit cell as for IV but reduced Au/SU-8/Au layer thicknesses
of 50/50/50 nm, respectively (Figure S5b).
First, we asked how the bending stiffness of the I/O pads

would be expected to vary for these different designs. To
answer this question, we carried out finite element analyses to
calculate the longitudinal (DL) and transverse (DT) bending
stiffness values for the five mesh designs with the different in-
plane geometries, designs I to IV, and thicknesses, design IV*
(Materials and Methods, Supporting Information). Notably,
the simulation results (Figure 2b) show systematic increases in
the longitudinal and transverse bending stiffness values for
(0.57−4.4) × 10−2 and (1.9−15) × 10−2 nN·m, respectively.
With respect to our five distinct structural designs, the smallest
DL and DT values correspond to design IV* due to the reduced
layer thicknesses, while designs I to IV show progressive
increases in these values due to their decreasing unit-cell sizes.
Second, we asked how these systematic changes in

mechanical stiffness affect the quality of the electrical interface
between I/O pads and the FFC leads. We measured the
resistance as a function of distance between pairs of FFC leads
for the different pad designs to obtain the contact resistance
(Rc), where only the intrinsic capillary force, which arises
during solution evaporation, is used to form the electrical
contacts in all cases. Significantly, these data (Figure 2c) show
small resistances of <10 Ω for designs I, II, III, and IV*, with a
ca. linear increase in the measured resistance with contact
separation (from 0.2 to 3.2 mm). In contrast, no electrical
connection was observed for the stiffest I/O pad, design IV,
showing that flexibility plays a critical role in forming low-
resistance contacts during aqueous solution evaporation.

To better define the electrical characteristics of the
successful contacts, we calculated the contact resistivity,
which is defined as the contact resistance normalized by the
conductor area because the contact area varies for the different
unit-cell sizes of the designs. A summary of these results
(Figure 2c,d) demonstrates that there is a direct relationship
between the I/O pad bending stiffness and the contact
resistance with values of 0.34, 1.2, 1.3, and 2.0 Ω for designs
IV*, I, II, and III, respectively, and corresponding contact
resistivities of 0.59 × 10−2, 0.55 × 10−2, 0.89 × 10−2, and 1.73
× 10−2 Ω·cm2, respectively, where the smallest bending
stiffness designs, I and IV*, yield the smallest contact
resistivities. All four of these designs have reasonably low
resistivity values of <2 × 10−2 Ω·cm2, although we selected
design III as the mesh I/O pad for subsequent experiments
because it is somewhat more robust mechanically. Comparing
these results to previous mesh electronics interfacing
studies20,43,44 shows that the highest baseline contact resistance
of the four designs, 2.0 Ω, is still comparable to the recent
plug-and-play contact resistance, ca. 3 Ω,43 and is 10−1000
times smaller than values reported for the anisotropic
conductive film20 and conductive ink,44 34 and 4200 Ω,
respectively.
Third, to make an initial assessment of the potential of the

direct contact I/O interface for long-term multiplexed brain
mapping in live animals, we evaluated the stability of the mesh
I/O interface of design III with the mesh and FFC mounted on
the head stage of a live mouse but without brain implantation.
The mesh I/O pads were connected to the FFC leads and
passivated with epoxy, and the contact resistivity was evaluated

Figure 3. In vitro demonstration and characterization of the direct contact I/O interface. (a) A series of optical microscopy images (i to iv)
showing the electrical connection of mesh I/O pads to the FFC via the direct contact I/O interface. Scale bars are 4 mm. (Right) Close-up image of
the black box in (iv), which shows 100% alignment of the I/O pads with FFC metal leads (32 out of 32 channels). The scale bar is 2 mm. (b)
Schematic of impedance measurement, where 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution covers the recording electrode region of the mesh
electronics to complete the circuit for the impedance measurement. (c) Measured in vitro electrode (black dots) and interchannel (blue dots)
impedance values at 1 kHz for a 32-channel mesh. The electrode and interchannel impedance values were measured as described in the Materials
and Methods, Supporting Information. (d) Yields of electrical connection of eleven 32-channel meshes with the direct contact I/O interfaces.
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over the course of 1 month (Materials and Methods,
Supporting Information). A comparison of the normalized
contact resistivity over 33 days (Figure 2e) demonstrates that
the I/O pad-to-FFC lead interface is stable without any
statistically significant changes over this 1-month period. We
address below the chronic stability of mesh electronics probes
with direct contact I/O interfaces that are implanted in the
brains of mice.
To quantify the functional connection yield of multichannel

direct contact I/O interfaces, we performed an in vitro
impedance measurement with 32-channel mesh electronics
probes, where the I/O pads of the probes are connected to
FFC interface leads and the mesh electrodes are immersed in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Materials and Methods,
Supporting Information). The impedance of the Pt-recording
electrodes, which, on the basis of previous studies, should have

values in the range of 200−600 kΩ,21,26 can serve as a good
measure of I/O contacts because a high-resistance contact or
shorted contacts would lead to anomalously large or small
impedance values, respectively. Sequential images (Figure 3a)
and Supporting Information Video 1 highlight the process of
ejecting the mesh electronics I/O pads onto the leads of the
FFC and the formation of the direct contact interface with key
steps as follows. First, the FFC was fixed on a glass slide with
dental cement, and oxygen plasma treatment was carried out to
render the FFC surface hydrophilic (Figure 3a,i). After loading
the entire mesh probe into a 1.1-mm-inner-diameter (i.d.)
glass pipet from deionized (DI) water (Materials and Methods,
Supporting Information), the device region with recording
electrodes was first ejected onto the glass slide, followed by the
I/O pad region, which was carefully positioned on the FFC
leads (Figure 3a,ii and iii). If the I/O pads were misaligned

Figure 4. In vivo demonstration of the direct contact I/O interface. (a) Images showing the alignment and direct contact connection of I/O pads
to the two FFCs fixed on the mouse head stage. The mesh electronics probes were injected into the hippocampus of both cerebral hemispheres. (b)
Image of a head-fixed mouse while recording from both implanted mesh probes, which were connected to the FFCs by the direct contact method.
Instrument amplifiers are attached to each of the FFC interfaces for the recording session and are visible in the upper portion of the image. The
scale bar is 4 mm. (c) Measured in vivo impedance values at 1 kHz for four 32-channel implanted mesh probes. Channels for which no impedance
value is shown were disconnected, with impedance values >2 MΩ. (d) Yield of the electrical connection of the 32-channel meshes (N = 4). The
error bar denotes ±1 SD (e) 32-channel neural recordings from Mesh 1 at 1 month (left) and 2 months (right) postinjection. (f) Yields for
electrical connection of the two 32-channel mesh probes (Mesh 1 in Figure 4e and Mesh 2 in Figure S6) at 1 month and 2 months postinjection.
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with respect to FFC leads (i.e., alignment angle >10°; Figure
S3), then the I/O pads were pulled back into the capillary by
applying negative pressure and were ejected onto the FFC
metal leads until an alignment angle of <10° was achieved.
Finally, the remaining DI water was removed with spear
sponges and the bonded I/O interface was left to dry naturally
for 5−10 min (Materials and Methods, Supporting Informa-
tion). A representative example showing good alignment with a
100% connection yield of 32-channel I/O pads to the
underlying 32 FFC leads, despite the presence of small angular
misalignment between the rows of I/O pads and FFC leads, is
shown in Figure 3a,iv.
The reproducibility of the direct contact interface for

functional measurements was tested by characterizing the
impedance of the mesh probe recording electrodes in 1× PBS
as shown in Figure 3b, where each of the 32 recording
electrodes was tested independently through the FFC output
connections (Materials and Methods, Supporting Informa-
tion). A representative interfacial impedance measurement at 1
kHz for a 32-channel mesh probe (Figure 3c, lower black
points) shows a 100% yield of electrical connection with the
impedance values of all channels of less than ca. 200 kΩ. We
have also addressed the functional reproducibility of the direct
contact interface by carrying out measurements on 10
additional 32-channel meshes (11 in total). These data,
which are summarized in Figure 3d, show that 328 out of
352 channels (ca. 93%) have successful electrical connection to
the FFC in the in vitro impedance measurement. Additionally,
to investigate potential electrical cross-talk of the direct contact
interface, interchannel impedances between adjacent Au
interconnects were characterized (Figure 3c, upper blue
points), with values of ca. 1 GΩ consistent with an absence
of shorting or partial shorting of the direct contact I/O
connections. Finally, interchannel impedance measurements
made in the same manner from 3 meshes with 96 channels in
total yield an average impedance of ca. 1 GΩ ± 0.4 GΩ (±1
SD), thus confirming the absence of shorting or partial
shorting and the overall reliability for the direct contact
interface.
Next, we asked whether it would be possible to use the

direct contact I/O interfacing paradigm for facile and robust
chronic electrophysiological recording from the brains of live
mice. To this end, we carried out chronic in vivo experiments
testing the implantation and connection of two 32-channel
mesh electronics probes in the left and right hippocampal
regions of the same mouse brain (Materials and Methods,
Supporting Information). The procedure for direct contact I/
O interfacing in live animals is a straightforward adaptation of
our in vitro methods described above and shown in Figure 4a
(Supporting Information Video 2 and Supporting Information)
with several key points. First, the head stage with 2 FFCs
affixed, where the 32 exposed metal leads are oriented
anterior−posterior (AP) on the 2 sides adjacent to the central
opening of the stage, was fixed to the exposed skull with dental
cement (Figure 4a,i). The FFC surface was wetted with sterile
DI water to maintain its hydrophilicity. Second, a mesh
electronics probe was injected into the hippocampus using the
field of view (FoV) method, and the needle was withdrawn
during the injection,44 keeping the I/O pads inside the needle.
Using the motorized stereotaxic frame to drive the needle, the
two-sided I/O pads were roughly positioned over the FFC
leads and ejected, and the I/O pads were then aligned with the
row of FFC leads (Figure 4a,ii). The above steps were repeated

for the injection of the second mesh probe in the opposite
hemisphere of the brain (Figure 4a,iii,iv). The entire process is
also shown in Supporting Information Video 2. The time
required for I/O connection during surgery is only 5−10 min
for each 32-channel interface connection, which represents a
significant time savings compared to previous printing
methods,21,22,26 and the I/O interface is very compact because
of the elimination of connectors30 that are otherwise needed
for the instrument interface.
To assess the stability of the direct contact I/O interface, we

carried out multiplexed electrophysiological recording in a
head-fixed configuration over a two-month period. In brief, for
each recording session the mouse was brought from the animal
facility, the head-stage was screwed to a stage to fix the animal’s
head position and the free end of the FFC was connected to
the amplifier/digitizer of the recording instrument through a
standard PCB interface (Figure 4b; Materials and Methods,
Supporting Information). Initially, we characterized the yield
of functional electrical connections postimplantation by
measurement of the impedance of each of the recording
electrodes at 1 kHz 2 h after implantation. The measured in
vivo impedance values and yields of two 32-channel probes
implanted in two mice (Figure 4c,d) show several important
points. First, the direct contact interface can be applied to in
vivo electrophysiological recording with facile interfacing.
Second, the direct contact interface exhibits a mean in vivo
impedance value of ca. 320 kΩ, which is the same order of
magnitude as the in vitro impedance value of ca. 200 kΩ
(Materials and Methods, Supporting Information). Finally, this
method shows a connection yield of ca. 90% between the
external interface and recording electrodes from four meshes
implanted into the brain (116 out of 128 channels).
With this basic in vivo connection information in hand, we

asked about the ability to record multiplexed single neuron
activity over extended periods of time, where chronic single
unit stability has been a unique advantage of mesh electronics
demonstrated primarily for 16-channel probes previ-
ously.21,25,26 Representative 32-channel data from 2 probes
implanted in the right/left hippocampal regions of a mouse at
1 and 2 months (Figure 4e; Figure S6a) highlight several key
points. First, multiplexed electrophysiology traces show the
stable recording of characteristic extracellular action potentials
from neurons over 2 months using the direct contact interface.
Second, 32 and 8 representative channels with sorted spikes
from meshes 1 and 2, respectively, show similar waveforms at 1
and 2 months postinjection, which confirms the chronic
stability of not only the interface between the mesh probe and
the brain tissue but also the direct contact interface between
the mesh probe and external recording instrumentation
(Figure S6b; Figure S7). Third, the majority of channels
recorded neural activity from two or three neurons on average,
with the total number of 102 single units recorded 1 month
postinjection and 107 single units recorded 2 months
postinjection from the 40 representative channels in meshes
1 and 2. No channels exhibited a decrease in the number of
recorded single units during this time period. Finally, no
disconnection of channels from 1 month to 2 months
postinjection in either mesh was observed, which confirms
the chronic stability of the electrical interface between the I/O
pads and FFC produced through the direct contact method
(Figure 4f).
In conclusion, our results demonstrate the ability of double-

sided I/O pads to form a chronically stable, high-yield
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electrical interface between syringe-injectable mesh electronics
and an external recording instrumentation interface in a facile
and reproducible manner. In contrast to conventional I/O
bonding techniques45,46 and previous I/O interfacing with
mesh electronics,21,43 our direct contact method makes
electrical connections to the external interface by the
capillary-force-induced deformation of I/O pads without any
additional pressure or heating. We have described the design
and facile fabrication of two-sided metal I/O pads that allow
for contact without regard to probe orientation, carried out
systematic studies demonstrating that the contact resistance is
determined directly by I/O pad design and mechanical
properties, and provided design rules for achieving high-yield
multiplexed contact interfacing in the case of angular
misalignment without the shorting of adjacent channels. In
particular, optimal design nanoscale-thickness double-sided
metal I/O pads yielded <2 × 10−2 Ω·cm2 contact resistivity
regardless of the side of the pad in contact with a standard FFC
instrument interface and functional connection yields of at
least 90% in in vitro and in vivo studies. In addition,
multiplexed in vivo electrophysiological recording data show
clear single-unit action potentials, which were confirmed by
spike sorting of the data, and demonstrate chronic stability of
the electrical interface between the I/O pads and FFC using
the direct contact interface over a period of at least 2 months.
These results thus suggest that leveraging the chronically stable
facile direct contact I/O interface with the ability of mesh
electronics to seamlessly integrate with surrounding neural
tissue and track single-neuron activity up to at least a
year21,25,26 could pave the way for reliable multiplexed
recording that can uncover complex circuit evolution under-
lying processes such as learning, memory, and age-dependent
neurodegeneration. Finally, the direct contact interface
provides a pathway for significantly increasing the multiplexity
of mesh electronics electrodes while maintaining a high
electrical connection yield and ease of interface formation.
This potential arises from the generality of our I/O pad design
concept, which can be adapted to the needs of the target
external interface using conventional 2D lithography processes.
Furthermore, the direct contact I/O interface provides a new
paradigm for electrical connection in other flexible electronics
platforms30−42 and thus could impact areas beyond the specific
application of stable single-neuron tracking in neuroscience.
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